Cookie Policy
General
This cookie policy applies to:
Gloriant Belgium BV
Coremansstraat 34
2600 Antwerp
Belgium
Enterprise and VAT number BE 0464.168.358
RLE Antwerp (district Antwerp)
(hereinafter referred to as ‘Gloriant Belgium’)
Website: www.gloriant.be
By way of this cookie policy, we would like to inform you about the cookies processed
on this website www.gloriant.be (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Website’).
Please note that some functionalities of the Website may not function (properly) if you
reject certain cookies.
Please take into account that this information might change from time to time, for
instance because Gloriant Belgium modified its website. Gloriant Belgium will use all
reasonable efforts to keep the information up to date. Therefore, Gloriant Belgium
reserves the right to modify this cookie policy at any time and it will publish the latest
version of the cookie policy on its Website. You are advised to consult this cookie policy
periodically.
Date of the last update of this cookie policy: 22 February 2022.
What are cookies?
Cookies are small data files placed on your computer or mobile device by a website.
They may help navigate a website and may offer the necessary information to optimise
the website. As such a website may for instance remember the pages that you have
visited and your preferences (such as username, language, font size and other
preferences) in order to avoid resubmission during your next visit.
Cookies may gather and process personal data. Therefore, please also consult our
privacy policy through this link.
This Website
This Website is currently using the following cookies:
1/ Necessary/ technical cookies
The Website needs these cookies to function properly.
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E.g.: cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement: HTTP cookie of 1 year; checks whether
the Website visitor has accepted the marketing cookies.
2/ Analytical/preferential cookies
These cookies gather information regarding the use of the Website allowing the owner
to improve the content and adapt the Website to the wishes of its visitors or to improve
the Website’s user experience.
Currently this Website is not processing any analytical/preferential cookies.
3/ Marketing cookies
These cookies are used to show for instance relevant ads to the visitors of the Website.
Currently, this Website is not processing any marketing cookies.
For the avoidance of doubt: this Website also contains third party cookies.
At any time, you may request Gloriant Belgium a full overview of the cookies used on
this Website.
Guidelines
Most internet browsers automatically accept cookies. You can adjust the settings of
your internet browser so that cookies are blocked. Furthermore, you can always check
and/or delete cookies. You can consult the website aboutcookies.org for more
information. This may imply that you need to resubmit your preferences for each visit
and/some parts of the Website may not function (properly).
Please note that using internet or any other medium making the Website available now
and in the future always means dealing with risks.
Applicable laws and jurisdiction
The Belgian laws apply to this cookie policy and the use of cookies. Preferably all
disputes are handled amicably. If this would not be possible, for all disputes related to
this cookie policy and the use of cookies on the Website the courts of the district of the
registered office of Gloriant Belgium will have exclusive jurisdiction, unless mandatory
laws would prohibit the same.
Contact
If you would have questions, a request, or if you would like to file a complaint regarding
this cookie policy or the use of cookies, please contact Gloriant Belgium through
privacy@xpofleet.com. You can also reach Gloriant Belgium by normal mail at its
registered office mentioned above. Gloriant Belgium will contact you as soon as
possible.
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